HEAVY AIRPLAY
FLY ASKIRAY
VARIOUS
NRBQ
THE BATS
TRANCE MISSION
SUN RA
ALI FARKA TOURE
YASUAKI SHIMIZU
RANDY GREIF
VARIOUS
HASIL ADKINS
VARIOUS
PALACE BROTHERS
KLEG
CRAWLING WITH TARTS
REAL KIDS
EPHAT MUJURU
AISHA RANBHIA'S JARRING FX
MARS
ROYAL TRUX
Z'EV
PAWLO HUMENIUK
BILLY CHILDISH
SOLIMAN GAMIL
ELOTT SHARP/CARBON
ROBERT WYATT
JEAN DEROME
VARIOUS
TJAZ
VARIOUS
DOG BOWL
FLAMING LIPS
GASTR DEL SOL
FAUL
EUGENE CHADBORN
JUNGLE BROTHERS
FUGAZI
KAMIKAZE GROUP CREW
VARIOUS
NOTHING PAINTED BLUE
HASIL ADKINS
COCTAILS
CLIFTON CHENIER
KAK
MONSOMEN
TEISCO DEL RAY
RITCHIE VALENS
VARIOUS
ANONYMOUS 4
CANNANES
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
ASMUS TIETCHENS
CREAMERS
MIGHTY SPARROW
JOSEPH SPENCE
FRANK LOWE
ASHKIAHAD
NADA
MY BLOODY VALENTINE
GIRL TROUBLE

LET'S HAVE SOME CRATE
SLIDE CRAZY
THE BEST OF NRBQ: STAY WITH
SILVERFEET
TRANCE MISSION
VISTS PLANET EARTH
THE SOURCE
LATIN
ALICE
CREOLE KINGS OF N.O., VOL. 2
LOOK AT THAT CAVERMAN GO!
COUNTRY NEGRO JAM SESSION
THERE IS NO ONE WHAT WILL TAKE
ZING
OPERAS
GROWN UP WRONG
MASTER OF MBIRA FROM ZIMBABWE
SHABASEE
MARS LIVE: NYC 1977-1978
CATS AND DOGS
1968-1990: ONE FOOT IN THE
KING OF THE UKRAINIAN FIDDLERS
NATIVE AMERICAN...
EGYPTIAN MUSIC
TRUTHABLE
MID-EIGHTIES
CONJURORIS DE GAGAKU
THE COBRA RECORDS STORY
MUSIQUERENNE AUJOURD'HUI
VOLUME SIX
PROJECT SUCCESS
TRANSMISSIONS FROM THE SATELLI
SERPENTINE SIMILAR
KIMELE
COUNTRY MUSIC IN ... ISLAM
BEES WITH THE REMEDY
IN ON THE KILL TAKER
MADAM MARIE'S TEMPLE OF KNOWLEDGE
DELMARX 40TH ANNIVERSARY BLUES
POWER TRIPS DOWN LOVERS LANE
LIVE IN CHICAGO
LONG SOUNDS
ZORACE BLUES AND BOOGIE
KAK
SHUT UP!
THE MANY Moods OF
RITCHIE VALENS STORY
THE JEWEL / PAULA RECORDS STOR
AN ENGLISH LADYMASS
CAVEAT EMPTOR
MASTER OF THE FOLK VIOLIN
TEXAS / CZECH BANDS 1928-1953
NOTTURNO
HURRY UP & WAIT
VOLUME TWO
HAPPY ALL THE TIME
OUT OF NOWHERE
CITY OF LOVE
AWKWARD Y BORRACHO CORE DEL TO
ISN'T ANYTHING
NEW AMERICAN SHAME

HEMOLIA
SKY RANCH
COLUMBIA
MAMMOTH
CITY OF TRIBES
EVIDENCE
HANNIBAL
EVA
STALPLAAT
SPECIALTY
NORTON
ARHOLIE
DRAG CITY
BARONI
ASP
NORTON
LYRICHORD
BARBARITY
SOLEIL ET DE L'ACIER
DRAG CITY
TOUCH
ARHOLIE
SUBPOP
TOUCH
HOMESTEAD
GRAMAVISION
VICTO
CAPRICORN
SILEX
VOLUME
SHIMMY DISC
WARNER BROS.
TEENBEAT
STRANGE FRUIT
FUNDAMENTAL
WARNER BROS.
DISCHORD
NEW WORLD
DELMARX
KOKOPOL
BUGHOUSE
CARROT TOP
SPECIALTY
EPIC
ESTRUS
TEXICALLI
DEL-FI
CAPRICORN
HARMONIA MUNDI
FEEL GOOD ALL OVER
ARHOLIE
ARHOLIE
BARONI
TRIPLE X
ICE
HANNIBAL
ECSTASY PEACE
REAL WORLD
FLYING ESOPHAGUS
SIKE
EMPTY
MEDIUM AIRPLAY CONTINUED

JOHN DELAFOSSE
MAX NAGL

LIGHT AIRPLAY
VARIUS
NEW YORK CAMERATA
KATE AND ANNA MCGARRIGLE
ROGER REYNOLDS
ROGER MANNING
NO MEANS NO
JOHNBURY
SOUTHERN SONS
ZIGGY MARLEY
SMASHING PUMPKINS
MARIA MCKEE
BELLY
TILT
PATRICK SAINT ELIO
BARBARA LAMB
URGE OVERKILL
BUNNY WAILER
BIG TIME SARAH
CHARLIE ROUSE
LAST EXIT
CORDS
U2

BUD POWELL
HORACE SILVER
ANTENNA
MONSTERMAGNET
PIE WEE ELLIS
NUISANCE
MAX ROACH / CONNIE CROTHERS
INDIAN BINGO
STICKS & STONES
LUCKY DUJE
HEMI
VARIUS
NIK TURNER
COLIN LINDEN
THE ELECTRIC FERRETS
CULTURE
TULIPS
SOUNDTRACK
DEPTH CHARGE
PHLEG CAMPL
TONY DE LA ROSA
SIMON JOYNER
VERVE
VARIUS
VARIUS
VARIUS
SATAN AND ADAM
VARIUS
SMITH SISTERS
NASHVILLE BLUEGRASS BAND
VARIUS
JULIE SPENCER
BUM
BLOWN
LONNIE BROOKS
VARIUS
JEFF WILKINSON
CATALEPSY
LITTLE MILTON
BASS
ODDS
FLUF
DEXTER GORDON
RED RED MEAT
CATHEDRAL
WORKDOGS
PIGEONHELD
IDOHO
SPHENS
LITTLE ANTHONY....
LOBO
TONY ELLIS
STEVE GROSSMAN
PAPA JUJE
SEASON TO RISK
RICK BLAZE AND WALTER LURE
WHITTY
LA VIENTA
FENTON ROBINSON

HEARTACHES AND HOT STEPS
WUMM! ZACK! VOLUME ONE

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY VOL.1
NEW YORK CAMERATA
DANCING WITH BRUISED KNEES
ELECTROACOUSTIC MUSIC
ROGER MANNING
WHY DO THEY CALL ME MR. HAPPY
PISTOLING
DEEP SOUTH GOSPEL
JOY AND BLUES
CERUB ROCK
YOU GOTTA GIVE TO GET SAVED
SLOW DUST EP
PLAY CELL
BIZOUK
FIDDLER'S TALE
SATURATON
JUST BE NICE
LAY IT ON 'EM GIRLS
UNSUNG HEROS
HEATHEN INTO FLAMES
TAURUS NO BULL
ZOOPOPA
INNER FIRES
IT'S GON'T BE FUNNY
FOR NOW
25...TAB
BLUES MISSION
SUNNY SIDE DOWN
SWISH
OVERWROUGHT
THEME SONG FOR NOTHING
VICTIMS
BIG MONEY, INC
EVERY TIME I FEEL THE SPIRIT
SPINDLY
SOUTH AT EIGHT NORTH AT NINE
FERREZILLA
TROD ON
JACK MAN
BROTHE... KEEPER
GOAL
YARED FAIR SCRATCH
ATONIC
ROOM TEMPERATURE
A STORM IN HEAVEN
DELTA BLUES-1931
THE ONLY COLOR WORTH PLAYING
LAO MUSIC OF THE NORTHEAST
MOTHER MOLO
VISOM BRAZIL
A CANARY'S SONG
WAUTIN' FOR THE HARD TIMES TO LIVE AT THE BOTTOM LINE 1993
ASK
WANNA SMASH SENSATION!
FOREVER
LET'S TALK IT OVER
DELMARK 40TH ANNIVERSARY JAZZ
BRAVE AND TRUE
FRUITCAKES WE HAVE KNOWN
THE BLUES IS ALIGHT
GRAPEFUELED TO AN ELBOW
BEDBUGS
MANGRAVY
AMERICAN CLASSIC
RED MEAT
ETHERIAL MIRROR
WORKDOGS IN HELL
PIGEONHELD
PALMS
PUMPKINS DELIGHT
CAN'T TAKE IT
BEST OF LOBE
FAREWELL MY HOME
WAY OUT EAST VOL.1
STANDING IN THE RAIN
SEASON TO RISK
LIVE IN NYC
WHITESELL & THE LIFE PARADE
JAZZMENNO
SPECIAL ROAD

MAISON DE SOUL
EXTRAPLATTE

RHINO
CHARLIE BURNER
HANNIBAL
NEW WORLD
SHIMMY DISC
ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES
TRANCE SYNDICATE
ALLIGATOR
VIRGIN
HUT
GREEN
4AD
LOOKOUT!
SONODISC
SUGAR HILL
GREEN
RAS
DELMARK
COLUMBIA
MOWOKS
TVT
ISLAND
DISCOVERY
COLUMBIA
MAMMOTH
CAROLINE
GRAMAVISION
LOOKOUT!
NEW ARTISTS
ROCKVILLE
SKENE
SHANACHIE
BIG MONEY
SUGAR HILL
CLEOPATRA
DELUGE
DIONYSUS
HEARTBEAT
SONIC BUBBLEGUM
ANGEL
VINYL SOLUTION
CARGO
ARIOLIE
ONE-HOUR
HAT
ALLIGATOR
VERVE
LYRICHORD
FLYING FISH
WINDHAM HILL
FLYING FISH
SUGAR HILL
FAST FOLK
INTERWORLD
POPPALMA
PARASOL
DELMARK
DELMARK
BEACON
RESTLESS
EVIDENCE
PATOIS
ZOO
HEADHUNTER
DISCOVERY
PERISHABLE
EARACHE
SYMPATHY
SUBPOP
CAROLINE
RED
DELUGE
RHINO
FLYING FISH
RED
MELODIE MAKERS
COLUMBIA
DIONYSUS
PARASOL
TELARC
EVIDENCE
PLAYS THE BLUES FOR YOU
A CENTURY ENDS
FELLINTS MARTINI
STRANGE KIND OF FEELIN'
IVANO TORRE QUINTETTO
FIRETRIBE
ACETONE
REDWOODS
RUDE BOY
BACK TO RED RIVER
WISDOM
TIGERMAN
CAYUGA NIGHT MUSIC
JASON EKLUND
TIME IS RIGHT
BANBA
SPINNING WORLD
CONSCIOUS
DAYDREAMER
WEB TORK
FORTUNE TELLIN’ MAN
SWING THAT MUSIC
BONE ORCHARD
THE EIGHTY - SEVEN YEARS OF
THE LAST TEMPTATION OF CHARLIE
2002
THE LONDON CONCERT
TWO TRACK MIND
NUMENA
BLOWN
UN-SENTIMENTAL
COMIN’ THROUGH
SOAPISH ANTENNAE
OCTOBER CHILD
POLICE OUVREZ!

EVIDENCE
CAROLINE
CELLOBOP
ALLIGATOR
UNIT
RE-CONSTRUCTION
VERNON YARD
SOUTHERN
ATLANTIC
SUGAR HILL
RE-CONSTRUCTION
ANTONE'S
LINDEN
FLYING FISH
RED
ATLANTIC
GREEN LINNET
NAKED LANGUAGE
MUSIC FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
NEW WORLD
DELMARK
COLUMBIA
DELMARK
COLUMBIA
HOBART ARMS
HIGHER OCTAVE MUSIC
VARESE SABABANDE
ANTONE'S
LINDEN
ACE OF HEARTS
RESTLESS
CLEAN
FUTURIST
FLYING FISH
SONODISC

DATA PROCESSED CORRUPTED
THE SAME STORY GOES ON
HUMAN TELEX
JO SZERENCSET U MAGYARORSZAG!
AGAINST NATURE
CANON CANON CANON
EPONYMOUS
THE LAUGHING COW ...
CASSETTE DEMO
CASSETTE DEMO
PRAGUE - 1992
KARNEVAL
VAN-E ELET A FOLDON
EPONYMOUS
GAUDEAMUS

SLIME
DEMO
HUMAN TELEX
RAZZIA
HUMAN TELEX
FY ZALGOZBA
WEAST CMC
HUMAN TELEX
DEMO
DEMO
MR. ROMAN SMID
NAGYTERO PRODUKCIIO
BAHLA
WEAST CMC
VARIETAS

LIGHT AIRPLAY CONTINUED
MELVIN TAYLOR
DAVID GRAY
GIDEON FREUDMANN
VARIOUS
MUSIQUE D’URT
CLAY PEOPLE
ACETONE
FAUCET
LT. STITCHIE
FRONT RANGE
16 VOLT
KIM WILSON
DAVID BORDEN
JASON EKLUND
WOODY SHAW
CLAUNNAD
HEARTBEATS
MONT MONTGOMERY
PRISCILLA HERDMAN
WES YORK
JESSE FORTUNE
GEORGE WEIN
BIG WHEELER’S
DOC CHEATHAM
ROCK STARS OF LOVE
CUSCO
CHRISTOPHER FRANKEN
STEVE JAMES
ROBERT RICH
TOMATO MONKEY
BW-7
HAND UPS
BROTHER EYE
ANNE HILLS
FEELING FATAL

CASSETTES
BORUT KRZISNIK
TROITTEL
VARIOUS
WASZLAVIK PETOFI
SEXEPIL
VARIOUS
P.O. SYSTEM
ANDERSEN
YOUTH GONE MAD
BEALEYES
STARA CESTA
VIDAMPARK
U.R.H.
BP. SERVICE
CSOKONAI VITEZ MUHELY
The dust jacket below is one of my favorites from an odd liner notes feature in the new edition of our program guide LCD (Lowest Common Denominator). You can get 52 pages of today's finest bathroom reading absolutely free, by simply sending a xerox of any strange liner notes to: David Newarden, WFMU, 580 Springdale Ave., East Orange, NJ 07017.

Doug Schulkind will be taking a sabbatical from the Music Department to finish up our double-CD compilation of WFMU live music broadcasts, which should be done in October and is available only to our listener-supporters. Some of the performers on the album are Hasil Adkins, Daniel Johnston, Suzanne Vega, Bob Mould, Jad Fair, Cowboy Junkies, Andrew Cyrille, Peter Stumpfel, Sister Carol, Swans, Tall Dwarfs, ESG, Les Batteries, King Missile, Jac Berrocal, Sam Ulanro, the Dentists, Baby Gramps, Sun City Girls and many more....

If Doug had been your contact, you can now call me; my hours for phone calls will continue to be Thursdays, 12-5 Eastern time. However, I'll be taking a month-long south-of-the-border vacation and will be gone until Sept. 9 or 16. We'll of course be on the air 24 hours, adding new records to the library, sending out playlists, faxing in reports to trade papers, recycling press kits, but we will not be returning any phone calls until I return (unless it's urgent). If it's any consolation, I'll think about you often while I'm sipping rum punch on the beach.

Hasta luego,

David Newarden
Music Director

SATAN AND DECIPLES

The most dynamic individual in music show business today is Satan, of Satan and Deciples. This artist has combined showmanship with music in a way that has never been done before.

In this modern area of entertainment there seems to be no limit to new and talented people with ideas in the recording field. One of the very top entertainers today is the unbelievable, individual, idealistic, Satan and Deciples. To see this artist and group in person is a treat, entertainment and musical, you will never forget. Satan and Deciples have one of the greatest original interpretations of the new dimension of psychedelic sound. They are undoubtedly masters of this age of music.

Their sudden rise throughout the South in the entertainment field is astounding. I suppose that the explanation can be found in their broad interpretation of the music of today, because they have taken full advantage of this field and its definition of music. Which music, having something to do with mind and the soul, plus the rhythmic beat of the music, brings the listener's attention from which it does not seem to let go, and you find yourself hanging on, so to speak, for what will be next by Satan and Deciples.

Ann Kelly and Dennie Denson

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIDE ONE</th>
<th>Pammy Music Pub. BMI</th>
<th>TEK PUB. BMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. SATAN'S FIRST THEME</td>
<td>7:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. WHY THE SEA'S ARE SALTY</td>
<td>2:02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. BLACK SHEEP</td>
<td>TEK PUB. BMI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. O. Bates</td>
<td>2:41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. DEVIL TIME</td>
<td>TEK PUB. BMI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Denson</td>
<td>2:03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIDE TWO</th>
<th>TEK PUB. BMI</th>
<th>TEK PUB. BMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. SATAN ON UNIVERSE</td>
<td>2:44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. O. Bates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. ENSANE</td>
<td>2:09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. O. Bates-D. Denson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. BOOK OF ALPHA</td>
<td>8:17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. O. Bates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOLDBAND RECORDS
P.O. BOX 169
LAKE CHARLES, LA. 70640
GRIP 7750